Healthcare endpoints are distributed and extremely costly to manage and maintain.

...and high spend doesn't equal high quality patient care with optimal outcomes.

Healthcare endpoints are a top target for cyber attacks. Hospitals are more vulnerable than any other type of organization. Outdated systems, lack of experienced cyber personnel, highly valuable data, and the added incentive to pay ransoms in order to regain patient data are magnetizing cyber criminals to the healthcare market.
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THE 5 WAYS IGEL HELPS SIMPLIFY AND SECURE HEALTHCARE ENDPOINTS

1. Accelerate VDI and DaaS Adoption
   - Simpler Deployment
   - Remote User Access
   - End User Troubleshooting

2. Moving Windows to the Data Center or Cloud Saves Big Money

3. Enable a Multi-Platform World

4. Embrace an End-to-End Security Model

5. Perfect the User Experience

Healthcare IT can spend more time and resources on what matters most, which is enabling better patient outcomes. To learn more, visit igel.com/customer-stories/healthcare/